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About This Game

METAGAL is an 2D platformer action game.

You will take the shoes of "Meta" ,a cyborg girl, in her quest to rescue her Creator "Dr Ray" from the hands of "General
Creeper", the evil leader of a rogue army!!

Also Metagal's sisters, were kidnapped by Creeper: he turned them in battle cyborgs, in order to use their powers to rule the
world!! Meta must face her sisters, free them, and copy their abilities. She must fight for 8 stages of intense action, and prepare

herself for the final confrontation against Creeper himself!

[Unique Features]

- Classic jump and shoot style platformer.

- 8 levels with unique environment,detailed design and different gimmick.

- 30 Enemies types not including Boss

- Defeat Gal No.# Boss and use their weapon.

- Collect secret items to power up your character.

- Soft death penalty with "Gear" system allows player to resolve their mistakes with less frustration.
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- Controller and Keyboard customize support.

- Finish the game once and play as Boss Characters each come with their own power and upgrade!

*Note* This game support only "XInput controllers" Like Xbox 360 Controller for Example
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Title: METAGAL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
RetroRevolution
Publisher:
RetroRevolution
Release Date: 23 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: min Windows XP

Processor: any processor with more than 1ghz (even less)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: any card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 19 MB available space

Sound Card: any card

English,Italian,Simplified Chinese,Thai
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Some arbitrary numerical ratings.

Art 8\/10
Writing 6\/10 (Translation\/English is great, though.)
Voice Acting 7\/10
Music 6\/10
Replay Value 5\/10

---
Summary...
Overall I liked it. I didn't *love* it, but I didn't think to stop until it ended.

The story has potential, though it risks being too derivative. The characters are interesting enough, and there is meaningful
progression. I was invested enough in what was happening to be disappointed when it ended so quickly.

The voice-acting seems more like polish than something that needs to be there, especially when you have two hours of playtime
at most. I like that there IS voice-acting, but I can live without it if it means paying less for what is basically the same
experience.

Whoever the artist for the characters is, I hope they're still employed. They did a good job. I'm only sad there isn't more
variation in the characters' poses and choice of outfit. If the artist is on DeviantArt, somewhere, I would Follow them.

---
Closing thoughts...

WRONG TAGS
This is not a Dating Sim. People on Steam need to avoid tagging Visual Novels as Dating Sims. You have very little control over
the protagonist and very little control over the outcome of the story. Furthermore I generally expect more than one prospect in a
Dating Sim.

Also, there is no Nudity. This is fine, but it should not be advertised as though it does.

If I were the developer, I would have avoided the cost of getting voice-acting and charged $3 for this VN. The money saved
from paying voice-actors could have been used to increase the length of the story, given us more options and more delicious art.
A few high-quality wallpapers as free DLC would probably help the sales of this item.

I look forward to seeing what this developer does next. I think they have potential, and they should keep at it.. this is by far very
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far the best game i have played on vr. it is almost to scarry to play and i dont get scarred by games. i really liked this game plus it
took me forever to finish it.. I named my tree dissapointment and watched it grow with every minute passing by. If you love
staring at your monitor for hours listening to annoying \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 music then this game is for
you! But then again it's still better than Call of Duty.. I'm booN aka. Zamin Hexknoke.

This is by far the best snake game I have ever played in my life.
I highly suggest you get this game via coupon or if you're rich lyfe then buy it full price and help out the game developer!

It's a really interesting game when you're high or drunk, or just bored I suppose...

It's easy, fun, simple, great.. Team17, the developer best known for the creation of "Worms" and other such classics are the ones
responsible for bringing us the subject of my next review, a lesser-known title but a particularly lustrous gem nonetheless.

The Alien Breed Trilogy is a series of third-person shooters. Like their more popular distant cousins the FPS, they too
automatically come with an 'action' tag by association because that's what we all (myself included) have come to expect from the
genre. Though categorized as such, the three I'm going to talk about today could more accurately be described as atmospheric,
survival games wearing Sci-Fi party hats.

I want to go ahead and say that although this series consists of three games, the way it was designed makes it difficult and more
or less redundant to write three separate reviews. In light of that, I'm going to combine my thoughts on the entire trilogy into one
segment for better flow and understanding of their connectivity as a whole.

Alien Breed: Impact is the first installment, our introduction to the series and it makes a stellar first impression. Like many
others, I too was surprised that Team17 essentially removed the previously aforementioned 'action' tag and tossed it out the
window but that's not a bad thing by any stretch of the imagination.

The game starts off with the protagonist - an engineer named Conrad- aboard a ship that inadvertently crashes into another,
much larger vessel and must hurry to find a solution. The player must make their way across the ship guided by an NPC,
uncovering clues from crew log entries as to the sinister reality of their increasingly perilous situation. In spite of the fact that
you aren't tearing down the hallways, guns blazing, there are sections that are faster paced and demand a little more of that
action, first-person shooter experience, especially if you choose to play on "Elite" difficulty.

An interesting thing to note about the plot for Alien Breed is that the narrative progresses through a series of comic book styled
panels and dialogue after certain sections or checkpoints. Just so you're not left hanging around on an idle screen reading while
the gameplay drops off, there is voice acting to accompany the cut scenes as well as atmospheric ambient noise to maintain the
energy and illusion of imminent danger.

The tracks throughout each game are amazing and can get pretty intense at times but for the most part, you will be bombarded
by the crackling of electricity, creaks, groans, and explosions of a dilapidated ship that's falling apart around the player as you
scramble to escape. Not to mention the hordes of chittering aliens that attack at every opportunity. Together with graphics that
set the mood with dark overtones, the flickering lighting, constant fires and mechanical problems all come together and mesh
quite well, eliciting a feeling of suspenseful anticipation. You can't help but get pulled in and become invested in the well-being
of that unfortunate individual who you completely forgot was a 3-D rendered model on your computer screen. Wait, was that
just me?! Anyway, moving on...

The same aesthetics, character development and everything else that was so endearing are carried over to the rest of the trilogy.
In Alien Breed: Assault, the story moves from the protagonist's own battered ship the "Leopold" whose engines are damaged
beyond repair, to that of the ghost ship he and the rest of the crew smashed into by some ill stroke of providence. Your goal now
is to handle the alien threat, dodge the ghost ship's defenses that happen to be programmed to attack any and all indications of a
human presence while all the time hoping that you can salvage enough of their systems to get the rig up and running again.

I wanted to enjoy the sequel as much as I did the first game and in a way, I still did. There were just so many glaring
performance issues that made the game borderline unplayable and actually was for a lot of people based on the comments I've
seen. Only through sheer determination and my own 'finishist' attitude did I ever manage to complete it.
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Given how good the first game was and that the studio basically followed the same winning formula, my only conclusion is that
the entire team must have suffered a mass stroke during development of the second installment.

Suffering from multiple crashes per session and such intense lag at times means that you're at the mercy of whatever might
stumble into your path during one of Alien Breed 2's fits. As if that wasn't enraging enough or you weren't frustrated to the point
of throwing your hands up and moving on to something a little more stable, there were also a few game-breaking glitches that
would come along and push you over the edge. One such glitch would cause you to phase through inanimate objects such as
floor grating and even locked doorways, so if saving your game often hasn't become a habit at this point then you will no doubt
end up throwing a fit of your own after restarting whole sections over and over again. Unlike its predecessor, Assault is horribly
optimized and could surely have benefited from much more thorough quality assurance before its release.

Now, you might be wondering what the final chapter in the trilogy could be like if the second part was such a disaster and so
widely panned by its player-base. Did the studio continue their downward spiral with the franchise? It's a pleasure to report that
no, they did not.

The story picks up with the descent of the two conjoined ships into the atmosphere of a nearby planet. You race against the
clock to stop the malevolent force behind everything that's happened while it becomes increasingly obvious that Conrad isn't
going to make it out alive.

While Alien Breed: Descent returns to the glory of the original with its smooth controls and solid frame rate I can't say that the
series has fully recovered, not 100% anyway. Maybe 95%, that's a comfortable number. My reason for this is that there were
some minor bugs that still popped up from time to time, but nothing serious enough to bring on any of the rage-induced
episodes present during part two. User experience will undoubtedly vary but for me, there was only one such instance where I
got stuck inside a railing while cautiously creeping along a catwalk to peer inside an open doorway. Needless to say that I ended
up getting rushed by a dozen enemies that apparently took issue with the fact that I was not a pile of blood, guts, and assorted
entrails. Curious, I even attempted to recreate the situation several times, in the exact same spot (and others) and was
unsuccessful in doing so. This allowed me to finish the final game on a positive note, a much less volatile demeanor and with
fond memories of this sci-fi trilogy, although I remain reluctant to play it again anytime soon.

It took me a while to finish this series because of the traumatic ordeal suffered at the hands of Alien Breed: Assault but I have to
say that the franchise and the studio are well on their way to earning back my trust.

Separately, each game is shorter than the previous, ranging from roughly twenty hours to complete the first chapter with that
number dwindling all the way down to seven hours to finish Descent. That's not a problem, though, because often times shorter
games are much better than those that drag themselves out for the sake of extra playtime. Alien Breed doesn't do that because it
doesn't have to. It knows full well what it's trying to be and executes in flawlessly. If it wasn't for the problematic sequel, this
series would easily make it on my list of favorites.. I deleted my original review, after a long read through it I felt immature
myself. Yet I found a lot of it very true, and after investigating a lot of it I decided I should re do it. My original thoughts
remain; the game itself is appaulingly bad for a game you have to pay for. But here I want to focus more on something else than
the actual game; what it originally was.

But first review about what it currently is, and isn't
What it is:
A "Runner" game that's currently free on the Google Play Marketplace. Here's the link so you don't waste money on this version
and can try it out on an emulator such as bluestacks. Personally I dislike the publisher so I'd do it.
Game: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.absolutist.skytoflyfree&hl=en
Bluestacks Android Emulator: http://www.bluestacks.com/
What it isn't / What it lacks
- It isn't a good looking game
- It doesn't have a good options menu
- There's a lack of decent storytelling (All text, all in weird prompts)
- There's a constant tutorial going on rather than the "experimentation" way of teaching the player.
- It isn't a "Sports", "Simulation", or really a "Early Access" game. I feel like they're using Early Access as a shield, though if
you read their description they're supposed to be done in less then a month from now, though their models are in poor detail and
lacking polish as a game.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
To the Publisher
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dearest Absolutist Ltd.
Why was your responce to my admitedly childish original review in itself more childish, and less professional as a company.
Why have you TWICE now used innapropriote tags to advertise your game? Why are you promoting a sequel to a game in a pre
finished state? That's worse than Ubisoft releasing multiple♥♥♥♥♥♥Assassins Creed games within the same year. Why do
you try to hide the fact that your games are Mobile Ports? And why do you have NO mention of steam on your website?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
To the Developer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dear AIVIK LLC
Where did the Sky To Fly MMORPG game idea go? I still see your forums active, I played the preview, though I don't know
Russian myself so I cannot understand all of it. And I overall liked the idea. So why did you seemingly lose track of that, your
websites seem out of date after all this time though, why did you take your assets for the MMORPG game, and put them into a
"runner" game, with a closer perspective making them look horrible? I am in no way mad with you as I am the Publisher, I just
want answers.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
To the Reader
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you want to know more about what I am talking about, please follow these links.
http://absolutist.com -- The publishers website, where there's no mention of anything on steam. And they advertise free games.
http://aivik.ru/index.html -- The developers site, where there's art for Sky To Fly there. (Most noteworthy being a robot seen in
the Sky To Fly: Soulless Leviathan trailer) All in russian so try using Google Chrome to translate
And most interesting of all:
http://sky2fly.ru/ -- Sky To Fly's website. With a forum, documentation and the actial MMORPG (All in russian again) with
more concept art and a free demo with a promising show to put on, if it were in English I'd actually give it a try. I did try it even
in russian though.
So investigate a little. You'll see the Android version seems to have some of the content in both Faster than Wind and Soulless
Leviathan possilby meaning that they've been chopping the Android version up into 3 games of the same type, and with the
smallest being 4 dollars I only imagine them upping the price. But if all three are 4 dollars you're spending a maximum of 12
dollars on a game with assets as far back as 2010, thats free to play on Android. Just think about these anti consumer practices at
play here. I do plan on doing more investigating, and hopefully make a video on everthing. Thanks.

Also here's a little proof that there is asset re use going on here:
https://i.gyazo.com/11cf7618546dcfe2cd8f29539c939bae.jpg
Technically it's still theirs to use but it is interesting to say the least.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I decided to keep my original review archived here. Everything after this point is disconnected from the rest
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Played 10 minutes after receiving a key for review and blindly going in. And I can say without a doubt probably the worse 10
minutes I've spent in my life, doing nothing would be better than playing this game.
Well perhaps not but lets go into detail.

Story: Might as well be none, in a forced cinematic you literally bump into a airship and theres just a captain and no crew
apparently whos like 'oh you're going to this place let me lead you!' and then is like 'my engines broken' and I immedietly
stopped giving a ♥♥♥♥.

Graphics: *Satire/sarcasm coming up*
WOW THEY BLEW ME AWAY SO REALISTIC I WAS SUPRISED MY INTEL INTEGRATED GRAPHICS COULD
HANDLE THEM!!!!!!!!!!! YOU LOOK AT THE TEXTURES AND MODELS AND YOU JUST GAZE IN AWE OF THIS
WORLD YOU'VE JUST ENTERED THROUGH YOUR MONITOR, I WISH I HAD A OCCULUS RIFT JUST TO BE IN
FIRST PERSON STEERING MY SHIP ACROSS THE BOUNDLESS SKY!!!!!!!!!!!!! BUY GAYME NAO!!!! *Sarcasm
done with*
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In truth, the game only supports 4:3 resolutions.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=623732748
 I think, and I say I think because there's no resolution option, and the settings screen is pathetic,
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=623732305
theres only language sound effects, music, and "HD" and there's two screenshots below showing the differences hd makes, and
pro tip; I forgot which one's which.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=623732069
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=623732094

Gameplay: Supports WASD and Arrow keys and is just a floaty ship, nothing else.

PS; Graphics requirements make no sense "Graphics: 512 Mb" and in more ways than one, not only not referencing a graphics
card series or anything of the sorts but using Mb not MB so megabit, not megabyte, and megabit refers to transfer speeds so is it
512 mb/s? for graphics? That's really odd.

Also its in genres it shouldn't be in, like Sports, and Simulation, even racing which it might fit in as a minigame but I think
either the publisher or developer is abusing steam to put their game in more favorable searches, and perhaps more. I do think a
lot of the positive reviews are odd...
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Also here's the comments from the developer and my responce:
https://i.gyazo.com/66fc74ca8a0e43ad28ec411eee5e3e17.png
(Taken on March 17th 2016, they made no attempt to counter my rebuttel)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Also my video review for anyone interested
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cfa2y1to7VY. this game is fun. I thought the game was decent, but like many other games
it simply doesn't offer enough to justify being on Steam in the first place.

Without spoiling the game, it's basically a collection of five minigames with some walking segments in-between that takes under
half an hour to complete. My time played is only longer because I accidentally closed out of it.

You would be just as well off loading up five different flashgames in a row on armorgames, and truly that's where this game
should be.

Good Music, Decent Humor, not much else to say outside of that.. Europeans excelled at martial arts. With time and after the
development of modern warfare, european martial arts went forgoten, on the other hand very underdeveloped countries with
primitive armies were able to retain martial arts traditions. Later on, chinese were humiliated by a real army during the opium
wars, in exchange europeans got Karate Kid, Kung Fu, etc as a punishment.

Now is time to re-discover the good ol european martial arts, not only Asia excels in outdated and ornamental combat tactics..
Pros:
- Free! And the free characters (especially Daisy) are completely viable right out of the box.
- A perfect combination of strategy\/twitch-action skill based combat, especially if you have a controller.
- Visually pleasing art style
- You're rewarded for spending the $9.99. The four extra characters are a blast to play and not terribly overpowered. (Though
Maverick, the sniper, can be incredibly broken if the other team isn't smart)

Cons:
- No dedicated server so if whoever is chosen as host leaves then the match results in a disconnect (and subsequently counts as a
loss on the leaderboard! This needs fixed!!!!)
- When a player leaves, creating a 3v2 imbalance, there's is no AI to substitute for the missing player. Matches can be quite
steam-rolly if a player leaves.
- I have only seen the super robot die once in over four hours of play. It seems the only viable way to stop a super robot is by
turret trapping it in the middle of the map.
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Overall this game is an absolute blast and I don't regret spending $10 to support a great idea. There are bound to be balance
issues though once enough players are able to play as Maverick and Valentina. Also, was the super robot intended to be so hard
to take down? Especially with how easy it is to heal the super robot? Matches are literally a race to 15 scraps and that's it.

Look forward to playing you all in-game!
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Could not play it with Win 7 no matter what I tried.
With Win 10 it WORKS NOW !

Thanks for a tiny bit of my childhood :D. This game is surprisingly good, the gameplay is smooth and fun, the music is calming,
and the AI seems to get increasingly harder.

BUT, the lack of online multiplayer makes this game really boring, really fast.

You can't play with another person unless they are on your friends list (and own the game).

If this game would have some sort of online multiplayer, the game would be amazing.

But I do love this game, Whenever I feel stressed I can just turn on some music and play this, It's very relaxing.

In conclusion, for a $.99 game it's simplistic and fun, but the lack of online multiplayer ruined it for me.

If you do buy this game, I recommend getting a copy for one of your friends, or convince them to buy it.. I would have rated
this thumbs up if it were not for the tedious "kill a hellton of enemies" achievement.
 Fug that.. Really fun game! It had nice graphics, good control scheme, and awesome music!. Gud for cards. First off, thanks to
the developer for this great flashback!

The game also hit the side scroll shooter nail on the head, everything you expect to be there is in its place. In addition to that the
game offers a rich upgrade system and progression campain. I would have paid much more then i actually did just for the
attention to detail this game offer.

It's at least 25 years since i laughed my♥♥♥♥♥off when a box/enemy suddenly appeared right inside me. :). An OK game with
pacman esque controls. It's 1.99 tho, so considering the price, can recommend.. quot;This is kebab shop..."
~Kirill

New Hotfix (2.5.2):
Hi, CardCreators!

Here's another Hotfix for you to enjoy.

Improvements. [SHOP] Priest Costumes & Wings!:

Dear MUtizens,

A new month has begun, and this means new possibilities to increase your stats!

The acolytes of Rugard have dedicated their lives to worshipping this ancient god. They use a distinguished outfit and wings that
Rugard has imbued with power for them. However, nothing in life is for free!
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Priest Costume and Wings

Period: From Tuesday 08/01 until Monday 25/02, 23:59 UTC.
Price: 45/120/280/1,000 Redzen/Bound Redzen
Limit: Unlimited
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Priest Costume and Wings Lucky Boxes

Period: From Tuesday 08/01 until Monday 21/01, 23:59 UTC.
Price: 100 Redzen/Bound Redzen
Limit: Unlimited
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We hope you like these offers!

Best regards,
Your MU Legend team. Gravity Heroes New features available (version 0.3.14):

Updates. Hotfix, Vacation and Winter Sale:

Hey,

The new hotfix is live to fix the most irritating bugs, we will be going away for vacation until the 10th January, during the rest of
January we will be fixing the things we didn't have time for before the holidays.

Crest is also on the Winter sale during this time, so tell your friends, and leave a good review if you like it. ;)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/341710/Crest__an_indirect_god_sim/

Hotfix. New Build 0.14:
A new build has been uploaded (v. 0.14)

 - Sidestrafing now works
 - Can now de-equip item by hitting its number again
 - Light glow on Christmas wreaths now works properly
 - New title screen
 - Added SSAO
. Easter update now out!:
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We're bringing you some Easter-themed festivities in-game in this latest update!

Keep an eye out for deals and events all weekend long.

Our next big update will be Update 5. More info regarding that update will be released closer to its release. Don't forget to
follow us on our social channels so you don't miss any announcements!

Facebook: http://gmlft.co/MCVS-Facebook
Instagram: http://gmlft.co/MCVS-Instagram
Twitter: http://gmlft.co/MCVS-Twitter
Forums: http://gmlft.co/MCVS-Forums
Discord: https://discord.gg/vkuzVTp. 1.0.2a Hotfix - Debug Corruptrons & Pylons:
Hey everyone,

We just released a hotfix to resolve the following issues;

Fixed spawning Corruptrons in the debug menu not working.

Fixed pylons being spawned on slopes sometimes not saving.

Thanks!
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